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#OTalk @OTalk_
Good evening everyone. Welcome to June's #Otalk Research (yes, June!!! Already!) Our host tonight is @preston_jenny and we'll be discussing 'Evidencing resea
engagement as a clinical practitioner'

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Hi everyone, great to be involved again. Looking forward to hearing your thoughts tonight #OTalk

Kirstie @Kirstie_OT
RT @OTalk_: First Tuesday of the month - June's #OTalk Research is tonight at 8pm. Join us and our host @preston_jenny as we discuss evidencing research
engagement as a clinical practitioner https://t.co/QtcRTgJsyc

#OTalk @OTalk_
It's @NikkiDanielsOT on the #Otalk account tonight in a very sunny County Down. Let us know if you are joining in this evening and where you are in the world

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner
Lurking tonight #OTalk

@OT_rach

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Hey
from a not so sunny Huddersfield #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Good evening! Hello from a surprisingly sunny SW Scotland! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great to see people spread far and wide #Otalk Looking forward to our first question and chatting about research engagement

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Good evening, heart rate returned to normal now. Phone safe and well! Now for something a little less stressful! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
So here goes to get us started #OTalk https://t.co/o3v7O4HDNy

Alexander Scott @ascott_1612
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Hello from Norfolk, UK. Just lurking briefly this evening

#OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny Just lurking tonight #OTalk

Chantelle Martin T @chaniedavies
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Hello from Sussex, UK #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Tonight's first question #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Certainly development and innovation... while I think research is important and I try, I'm not sure in practice it is so central day to day! #OTalk
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catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@preston_jenny I would really like it to be amd should be - however isn’t at the moment - but would like to develop this more #otalk

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@OTalk_ Absolutely. I teach students about the importance of research and help them develop their research skills. I also have some research projects in the pipe
#otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I wonder if you are engaging with evidence more than you think? @anyadei @NikkiDanielsOT #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner
@OT_rach
@preston_jenny When at work, we were encouraged to engage with research, but had to be connected to service or role, I did a research data collection role for A
getting feedback on what people thought of their OT investigations, was hard not to engage in the intervention part #OTALK

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny #OTalk Q1 response: Utilising research is most certainly part of my day job. I also try to 'get involved' as and when the opportunity arises. Oh yes
course, gathering evidence of my own work and outcomes is part of the day job.

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@preston_jenny I think time has and always will be my biggest barrier; I need to be more proactive about searching for funding that would allow me to access supp
financial aid more effectively #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@preston_jenny Ideally yes but in reality the demands of our service, long waiting lists, staff shortage, etc. we simply do not have the luxury of time to do any rese
#OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Perhaps it is happening without you thinking, particularly how you might engage with evidence? #OTalk

Chantelle Martin T @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny #OTalk. I never did, but coming round to the belief. May come from observations that things in the pillars of practice slowly eroded from responsib
over my years. Now seem to have to wait for permission/collaboration and focus on demand and capacity. How did that happen?

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@preston_jenny Yes on paper (JD). But in reality, there is very little opportunity and support to do this on a day to day basis, unless one is part of or has good links
strong clinical academic team. Current clinical pressures on all services make it impossible #OTalk

Sharon Davenport @SharonDthinkOT
@stephexley @preston_jenny I've definitely been helped by working part time #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@preston_jenny Q1. Yes #otalk core in all ot roles for survivability of the profession, slightly important in academia too for lots of weird and wonderful reasons.
https://t.co/1P1TnBL0EX

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
There is something of a trend emerging here tonight and the sense perhaps that it is an extra, add on that we don’t have time to accommodate in our busy roles.
if it happens without our thinking #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
A great one for to to unpick and reflect on tonight....does engaging with research need to mean having an active role in carrying it out? #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny @NikkiDanielsOT I think I engage with evidence, but struggle sometimes see how I can apply bits of new evidence to my practice! So engaging is
thing.. but the 'so what' question taunts me! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin T @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny As a junior I inputted to innovation, using research..now roles seem to be created for what was collaborative historical responsibilities.. #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: There is something of a trend emerging here tonight and the sense perhaps that it is an extra, add on that we don’t have time to accommodat
our busy roles. I wonder if it happens without our thinking #OTalk

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@OTalk_ No I think being involved in knowledge creation through participation in research is equally important #otalk

catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@preston_jenny Doing my ACP course had helped focus more on evidence base and research and it’s something I think is important to continue on - but time is a
pressure #otalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny #otalk with that reframing I’m sure I engage with it a lot more, our assessments are led by the COPM for example which has its own base. There i
always that balance of experience of an intervention working and one with “evidence-base” from research

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
It’s interesting that we are all thinking that it needs to be data generation. Engagement also includes accessing the evidence too #OTalk

Nicky Low T
@nickysarahlow1
@anyadei @preston_jenny #OTalk yes to dev & innovation! Just delivered ALS re MUS / focus on FND based on info from the wonderful @CNicholsonOT Queens
Many of us trained when conversion hysteria was a thing & needed to update & understand best practice. Research needs to be accessible & relevant

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Great blend @Helen_OTUK #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@SharonDthinkOT @preston_jenny #otalk in that you use the other “part” to do the research?

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
RT @preston_jenny: There is something of a trend emerging here tonight and the sense perhaps that it is an extra, add on that we don’t have time to accommodat
our busy roles. I wonder if it happens without our thinking #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Definitely a theme tonight. I suspect we are all doing much more than we realise #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
RT @OTalk_: A great one for to to unpick and reflect on tonight....does engaging with research need to mean having an active role in carrying it out? #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SharonDthinkOT @stephexley @preston_jenny Thats interesting - I do most of my engagement with research in my own time (evenings etc) - partly because I e
so its a choice, but also easier than trying to do it during a work day #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner
@OT_rach
@preston_jenny Not sure I understand, do you mean, without thinking we see it as and extra, or without thinking we do engage? #otalk?

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: It’s interesting that we are all thinking that it needs to be data generation. Engagement also includes accessing the evidence too #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @preston_jenny: So here goes to get us started #OTalk https://t.co/o3v7O4HDNy

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTalk_ #OTalk Q1 Response: Not at all (although I think I may used to think that way). Finding and sharing relevant research in team meetings is something I try
as often as possible!

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@anyadei @preston_jenny @NikkiDanielsOT #otalk comes in part with time to reflect on your sessions, where to go next, what interventions to use, all seems to c
down to time
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Interesting how we have all jumped to data generation. Is there another way to look at how we are engaging in our roles? #OTalk https://t.co/kHwOZHCJ6Y

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT Hello from Lancashire #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I understand but perhaps you are already engaging with the evidence to understand the demands of your service? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ I think you can engage in research by reading and discussing it (through forums like this!), but I still come back to feeling I'm not changing my practice en
because of the reading? #OTalk

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner ! @OT_rach
@preston_jenny Great point, in that case we are encouraged to attend monthly learning and development sessions, where evidence might be shared, implementin
changing the way we work to reflect this, is the harder step. Yet doable with the right attitude. #otalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Perhaps we allow it to happen? The solutions to our everyday problems must come from somewhere. Do we stop and wonder what informs that? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SharonDthinkOT @stephexley @preston_jenny And not everyone has the choice that we have to use our own time in this way, which can create additional chall
for some within our profession #OTalk
Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny This #otalk is definitely making me question my view of research as a term!

#OTalk @OTalk_
#Otalk If you missed the blog, this question relates to HCPC requirements across the four pillars: https://t.co/y5yIaV4mCQ

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I wonder if we focus too much on research careers. Tonight we are trying to encourage practitioners to think about what is possible within all our roles. Funding and
opportunities will always be barriers but I am convinced we do more than we realise in practitioner roles #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Yes... makes me come back to difference in quality/format/structure of research vs QI... and how to make our QI more robust so it can feed into ev
bases for research! #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Good point! Engaging is a good starting point though #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@stephexley @preston_jenny Research as a verb and research as a noun are 2 slightly different things. I often use the term research derived evidence #Otalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@OTalk_ #OTalk Question 2 response: Yes this.... I am liking the way you have presented this. Very clear, very helpful and reflects what I TRY to do!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: I wonder if we focus too much on research careers. Tonight we are trying to encourage practitioners to think about what is possible within all o
roles. Funding and opportunities will always be barriers but I am convinced we do more than we realise in practitioner roles #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny I think we use the basis of research knowledge in order to audit and outcome our interventions and care, however remains at a service level most
#otalk
Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Tips on progressing from this starting point very welcome! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny #OTalk I think it is important in all roles and all bandings but ability to fulfill this depends on great teamwork and leadership. Can only take things s
on your own interest and commitment. I have loved this in Primary Care but often feels hidden and solitary

katy @katysimpsonOT
@OTalk_ I think it’s taken me a long time to see research as part of every day practice rather than a something out of reach. #OTalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Excellent example, thank you #OTalk

We use cookies
(and
other similar technologies) to collect data to improve your experience on our site.
#OTalk
@OTalk_
RT @anyadei: @preston_jenny Tips on progressing from this starting point very welcome! #OTalk
By using our
website, you՚re agreeing to the collection of data as described in our Website Data
Collection Policy.

✕

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Another excellent example, thank you #OTalk

You can change your preferences at any time.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
So is there something about our own choices and priorities that we need to consider also, I wonder? #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @preston_jenny: Excellent example, thank you #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach I’m thinking the latter @OT_rach #OTalk

david houghton @davyboy1994
RT @OT_rach: @preston_jenny When at work, we were encouraged to engage with research, but had to be connected to service or role, I did a research data col
role for A while, getting feedback on what people thought of their OT investigations, was hard not to engage in the intervention part #OTALK

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@stephexley @preston_jenny Yes, this is what I find difficult! Doing some really interesting PDSA cycles around frailty screening within current service, but doesn't
'robust' or 'deep' enough to be research, but collecting evidence that informs our service dev. That QI vs research Q again... #OTalk

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@anyadei @SharonDthinkOT @stephexley @preston_jenny Absolutely this! Having to use your own time to research is quite common due to pressures. Become
challenging like you say when there are not the free hours in a day #otalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@preston_jenny I think after a while it becomes automatic & before you know it, your using it & changing & adapting constantly without being consciously aware bu
when you stop and reflect you can unpack it and realise you are doing it more often than you think #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@stephexley @anyadei @NikkiDanielsOT Agree, but we also have responsibilities when considering where to go next etc, so is there something about prioritising
time, I wonder? #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny #otalk also action from what the research shows, if there is no forward movement/change from what we have learnt - into development for examp
can reduce motivation to take real time to reflect and engage with it

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@preston_jenny I understand and agree with your point @preston_jenny. At the moment simple things such as reading an article are a luxury for some. How do w
produce evidence through practice? Is Practice Based Evidence acceptable?! #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny #OTalk Question 2 Response: Also personal evaluation, talking with those I work with after 'intervention'. Feedback on what was helpful, where ga
maybe and responding to these is also 'research'?
katy @katysimpsonOT
@preston_jenny I think it’s about working to your strengths -I am not naturally academic but I am great at service development, ideas and I finish things -sharing
workloads and strengths can be key to good research that really can change every day practice in small and big ways. #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach Fabulous example, thanks @OT_rach #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Sorry, I just knew I would get side tracked tonight. Just loving the engagement #OTalk https://t.co/DceH5m1CB6

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Yes - I choose it because been lucky to have had research experience before, see its value and been supported to develop the skills for engaging
research to feel accessible - but appreciate not everyone in same situation. Also early career keenness syndrome at play! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@SamOTantha @preston_jenny I knew I had hidden depths # #OTalk but agree the word has always filled me with dread but I am proud of my current up to date
knowledge in my area of practice and analysis of where I could evolve and innovate
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Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny @anyadei @NikkiDanielsOT #otalk especially when time taken to review what the research shows may reduce time needed/wasted in the long ru
service development
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
That’s good, hopefully! #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@stephexley @preston_jenny Yes - this!!!! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Thank you #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Half way through already. Time for question 3 #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@chaniedavies @preston_jenny I think teams can have strong research and evidence base cultures and your right that sometimes this does need to come from th
teams that embrace and encourage new ideas, provide reflective safe spaces to explore practice #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@BamberHayley Completely agree #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@anyadei Really interesting link here @anyadei. Thank you for raising this #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Spourgitaki @preston_jenny Not a solution for everyone but thinking about different formats of evidence as well as just reading papers... BMJ does great visual
abstracts, and some podcasts can cover key points of papers too? Easier to digest, esp if different learning styles? #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
RT @SamOTantha: @chaniedavies @preston_jenny I think teams can have strong research and evidence base cultures and your right that sometimes this does n
come from the top, teams that embrace and encourage new ideas, provide reflective safe spaces to explore practice #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Now there is an interesting conundrum! Or is it semantics, just to add another dimension #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: Now there is an interesting conundrum! Or is it semantics, just to add another dimension #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@catherinescult1 Perfect, that’s great, well done! #OTalk

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @SamOTantha: @chaniedavies @preston_jenny I think teams can have strong research and evidence base cultures and your right that sometimes this does n
come from the top, teams that embrace and encourage new ideas, provide reflective safe spaces to explore practice #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
@preston_jenny Now it wouldn't be a research chat without a bit of critical debate! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@stephexley Another great example. So how do we move it beyond service level #OTalk

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@chaniedavies @preston_jenny This, $ % #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Relevant to #OTalk this evening... I tweeted this a month ago, got v little response, so really interested if anyone uses evidence in their records as per RCOT guide

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
You read my mind #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
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@OTalk_ @stephexley @preston_jenny I like the idea of research derived evidence, as it implies we get evidence from other sources too (practice, service data an
course patients etc....) #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Absolutely if done robustly #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@SamOTantha @preston_jenny #OTalk perhaps it is the language and terminology of the term research that feels inaccessible but day to day we are using skills i
pillars of practice..just need to consciously unpick from subconscious. Maybe I need simple terminology to believe I am doing it?

katy @katysimpsonOT
@preston_jenny I think OTs do this day in day out, the question is why are we doing what we do? Is it because it’s working or just because it’s evidence based? Th
tends to what sends me on my next research mission & & #butwhy? #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I’m defo getting carried away with the responses tonight #OTalk. This seems a natural next question now. https://t.co/VOkqsX9WZD

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@anyadei Interestingly in the states when I was writing reports for insurance companies we had to include blurbs of the evidence base and psychometric propertie
assessments used as part of the assessment process. I quite enjoyed it as it would make me stop and think #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@katysimpsonOT @preston_jenny Is the fact it works for that person evidence enough?! I don't have a RCT that sailing is beneficial, but it worked for me... Tensio
with person-centred approaches, and supporting patients to develop their own solutions within self-management framework? #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@katysimpsonOT This is so true and we will all have different strengths and different areas of interest. It all counts though! What is the saying … something about
and acorns? #OTalk
Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny #otalk this is a great question! One point of evidence is not just attending trainings (where current literature may be used) but then reflecting and
evaluating how it has affected my own practice/care of patients

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@preston_jenny I think there is something about carving time into the workplace to consider research and reflect on how this feeds into our practice. The more we
this a culture the the better. When I worked in the NHS we had a nest practice forum where we would review evidence #otalk
Glyn Blakey @saeboukglyn
RT @preston_jenny: I’m defo getting carried away with the responses tonight #OTalk. This seems a natural next question now. https://t.co/VOkqsX9WZD

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@anyadei Sorry I missed this but not enough. Have evidence NICE guideline in notes but only when potential for conflict rather than everyday ...got me thinking ag
@anyadei ' which is v dangerous #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny CPD logs from #OTalk of course! ( I have case studies of development work, but keen to hear others ideas, as the impact of my research engag
(eg reading etc) on my practice for the benefit of patients I would struggle more with...
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@stephexley @anyadei @NikkiDanielsOT Absolutely … thank you #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @anyadei: @Spourgitaki @preston_jenny Not a solution for everyone but thinking about different formats of evidence as well as just reading papers... BMJ doe
great visual abstracts, and some podcasts can cover key points of papers too? Easier to digest, esp if different learning styles? #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Fast running out of time here everyone #OTalk https://t.co/SbK37I4jtN

#OTalk @OTalk_
I've just been delivered a bowl of strawberries and ice cream......@jennypreston you're on your own...back in 5 ( #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SamOTantha That is interesting... is that because of the greater need to justify interventions because of the financial pressures (or perhaps scrutiny) of insurance
based systems? Have you continued that habit back here? #OTalk

catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@anyadei @katysimpsonOT @preston_jenny Also - I agree about person centred , however I think gathering evidence and then presenting it - is what raises the p
of what we do - and then get recognition - something that I don’t think happens enough in ot #otalk
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Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Hear hear #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies @SamOTantha Me too! #OTalk

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@preston_jenny My thesis, publications, hopefully a book shortly, cpd logs, evaluations from students about the research modules I deliver. Some reflections on th
that have gone well and the not so well #otalk
Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies Sorry to get you thinking... I've never cited evidence in my notes, not seen it in notes anywhere either, but if it was common, it would change how I
evidence and be more aware of using it I think...? #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny #otalk times like this where we can reflect on how we actually do use it in practice, and self-evaluate/team evaluate how we use it, do we use it, is
useful!
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@katysimpsonOT Now there’s a topic for a future #OTalk

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@preston_jenny Time and space to engage in it #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: Fast running out of time here everyone #OTalk https://t.co/SbK37I4jtN

Ms Rachel Booth-Gardiner ! @OT_rach
Sorry my tea arrived mid #OTalk just catching up.

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny Gulp, breathe, think, refer to career development framework, tie myself in knots, panic, get scared, ask respected people for help and hopefully pu
) But I have added examples and done this with notes on cdf so could be doable #OTalk

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
@stephexley @preston_jenny After in-service training or presentations I love the discussions this generates with colleagues after. There’s a lot of passion there tha
to workloads, pressures, which is not always fully utilised #OTalk
Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@catherinescult1 @katysimpsonOT @preston_jenny Agree too! #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@anyadei @chaniedavies #otalk it is intriguing - would it form part of the A in our soap notes? It would prompt greater consideration but does it then remove our us
experience-based interventions if we cannot justify with “research” ?

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@BamberHayley @katysimpsonOT @preston_jenny Good point! Its funny, some new things I get a gut feeling about, and other new stuff I feel I need the reassura
evidence to try! So I'm a bit inconsistent in how I 'need' it! #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Been there, done that, got the * . Focusses the mind doesn’t it #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny #OTalk Question 4 Response: Not all evidence comes has to regards 'the physical' stuff I do. Notable in 'best interest decisions' looking at motiva
reasoning, etc. Also Risk Assessment and Risk management strategies? HMRC information etc
Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@bevaturtle @preston_jenny #otalk yes to this! Who doesn’t love getting that bubble of excitement that reminds you why you believe in OT and why you practice

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @BamberHayley: @preston_jenny I think there is something about carving time into the workplace to consider research and reflect on how this feeds into our
practice. The more we make this a culture the the better. When I worked in the NHS we had a nest practice forum where we would review evidence #otalk

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@preston_jenny Regular exposure to and engagement with: featuring in weekly calendar and diaries (just like any other mtg), being appropriate, challenging and t
provoking to banding / work role / experience, perhaps set personal development objectives around these #OTalk
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Laura Ingham + @lauraingham1
@preston_jenny A regular focus on this area of practice within supervision for staff is essential to embed it as core business. Support staff to recognise what they a
already doing and how this can be progressed #OTalk
hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@anyadei @katysimpsonOT @preston_jenny That's an interesting point. I think at different times we need different things (I try to use that ethos when I work with
anyway). Wish I had the faith to just go with things sometimes #otalk
Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@anyadei Yeah I think it was to ensure quality In findings and really really needing to justify the need for people to access services because insurance companies
always looking for an excuse not to pay out in my experience. I haven’t as I moved into academia when I came home #OTalk
Laura Ingham + @lauraingham1
RT @preston_jenny: Fast running out of time here everyone #OTalk https://t.co/SbK37I4jtN

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @Helen_OTUK: @preston_jenny #OTalk Question 4 Response: Not all evidence comes has to regards 'the physical' stuff I do. Notable in 'best interest decisio
looking at motivations, reasoning, etc. Also Risk Assessment and Risk management strategies? HMRC information etc
Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@bevaturtle @stephexley @preston_jenny Absolutely! It’s so important we record these discussions, reflect on what we’ve learnt or what it’s prompted us to seek
learn, how it might improve our service or benefit service users, and make a plan based on that reflection #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @lauraingham1: @preston_jenny A regular focus on this area of practice within supervision for staff is essential to embed it as core business. Support staff to
recognise what they are already doing and how this can be progressed #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
This is an incredible discussion tonight. Thank you all so, so much. Just one last question for you , #OTalk https://t.co/ddTHpSmjIP

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: @bevaturtle @stephexley @preston_jenny Absolutely! It’s so important we record these discussions, reflect on what we’ve learnt or what it’
prompted us to seek to learn, how it might improve our service or benefit service users, and make a plan based on that reflection #otalk
Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @lauraingham1: @preston_jenny A regular focus on this area of practice within supervision for staff is essential to embed it as core business. Support staff to
recognise what they are already doing and how this can be progressed #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
We're really keen to hear your ideas for future research topics #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Would love to explore the whole QI vs research debate, some of the data topics that I know @RCOT_Suzy is working on as that is integral to this
big topic but how we put things we engage with into practice... #OTalk
Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
@NikkiDanielsOT @stephexley @preston_jenny Very good. I need to remember to note these discussions and make that all important plan(s)! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Is this an offer to host @anyadei ( #OTalk

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: @bevaturtle @stephexley @preston_jenny Absolutely! It’s so important we record these discussions, reflect on what we’ve learnt or what it’
prompted us to seek to learn, how it might improve our service or benefit service users, and make a plan based on that reflection #otalk
Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@OTalk_ #otalk how we move from service level change to perhaps published work, within time constraints of full time practice in a busy service!

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@stephexley @OTalk_ Yes please! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@preston_jenny Ah, do another #OTalk @preston_jenny I love the critical analysis and thinking related to practice. I also like the TRAMm book for helping translat
apply learning to practice and evidence. There is something about the self doubts that creep in and a need for reassurance..
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@stephexley @OTalk_ Another excellent suggestion. Another host offer? @stephexley ( #OTalk
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catherine sculthorpe @catherinescult1
@preston_jenny Taking an idea and making it into a research project - or how to write something up to get it out there and recognised as evidence #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @preston_jenny Ah, do another #OTalk @preston_jenny I love the critical analysis and thinking related to practice. I also like the TRAMm boo
helping translate and apply learning to practice and evidence. There is something about the self doubts that creep in and a need for reassurance..
Nicky Low " T - @nickysarahlow1
@preston_jenny #OTalk good chat thanks for hosting ....something about influencing commissioners / rehab windows / making the case with pt lobby groups ?

Aisling Durkin @ais_d
@preston_jenny Sufficient staffing - we have to put all these things on the back burner with staffing crises and OT is experiencing a staffing crisis at the moment

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@preston_jenny Ahhhh so thats why you asked that question!!! Sneaky! . I wouldn't say no.... #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@catherinescult1 Fabulous suggestion. Remember we are looking for volunteers to host (I hope I’m not putting people off!) #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@preston_jenny @OTalk_ #otalk might need to do a bit more research before I could host &

Nicky Low " T - @nickysarahlow1
@preston_jenny Yes agree .... similarly leadership is everyone's business not just 'leaders' #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk – Tuesday 14th June – What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? https://t.co/FMthe1zwOO

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @preston_jenny: This is an incredible discussion tonight. Thank you all so, so much. Just one last question for you , #OTalk https://t.co/ddTHpSmjIP

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies Don’t encourage me @chaniedavies & & #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@anyadei @preston_jenny Surely you've learnt your lesson by now @anyadei / #Otalk

katy @katysimpsonOT
@preston_jenny My fave topic - quality improvement, oh and maybe some chats from OTs in commissioning - I’d love to see more evidence based commissioning
#OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny #OTalk Question 4 Response: Sorry I am slow, and got in a mode. lol. Also documenting when we discuss with others if more than one of us or ev
whole team can agree a plan of action, then that is research? Especially when direct evidence maybe lacking?
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@nickysarahlow1 Excellent, think we have just filled the calendar for the year #OTalk

Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
@stephexley @preston_jenny @OTalk_ 0 # # # . I need a good dictionary too #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Brilliant #Otalk - thank you @preston_jenny and everyone! Always such a positive and encouraging session to maintain my OT mojo! !

Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@preston_jenny #OTalk a culture at work which supports innovation, development and research. All these areas should be in PDRs at all levels. My PDR on prima
asked how I was delivering on health inequalities, lots of evidence, including innovative website.

#OTalk @OTalk_
And just like that it's 9pm! What a great discussion. Thank you everyone for your contributions and to @preston_jenny for your great questions, challenge, enthusia
and encouragement #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
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@anyadei You know me too well. Guess coffee this week will be dinner on me & & #OTalk

hellomynameis Dr Hayley Bamber (pronouns her/she) @BamberHayley
@OTalk_ Co-production to work together to share knowledge and skills #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@stephexley @OTalk_ We can help #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@nickysarahlow1 Totally #OTalk

Stephanie Exley @stephexley
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny #otalk @preston_jenny thank you so much for such a thought provoking session!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @helenblomfield8: @preston_jenny #OTalk a culture at work which supports innovation, development and research. All these areas should be in PDRs at all le
My PDR on primary care asked how I was delivering on health inequalities, lots of evidence, including innovative website.
Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@preston_jenny #OTalk role models who support research. Teams of academic OTs and clinicians working as teams to design and deliver projects.

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny Clearly not! Walked straight into this one! ) #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
My pleasure and thank you so much everyone. You most definitely kept my 1 shining tonight thank you. Thank you also to the amazing @NikkiDanielsOT for kee
up #OTalk
Helen Blomfield @helenblomfield8
@preston_jenny #OTalk more Advanced Clinical Practitioner posts who deliver on the four pillars of Research/innovation, teaching, clinical and leadership.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 14th June – What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? https://t.co/FMthe1zwOO

CPD@RCOT @CPD_RCOT
A question in tonight's #OTalk - what would your response be? Map yourself into the Evidence, Research & Development Pillar and add reflecting on this with colle
supervisors & mentors to your to do list! https://t.co/0wz9lioR4D

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
#OTalk Thank you @preston_jenny for hosting this VERY thought provoking chat, and the blog! Excellent thinking points. Also @NikkiDResearch for keeping us al
track. Amazing community as always! Off to ponder more now. https://t.co/idHNLbWKBj

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @CPD_RCOT: A question in tonight's #OTalk - what would your response be? Map yourself into the Evidence, Research & Development Pillar and add reflecti
this with colleagues, supervisors & mentors to your to do list! https://t.co/0wz9lioR4D
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Honestly it was my pleasure. What a privilege to be part of this community. Whoever had this wonderful idea to establish #OTalk @Helen_OTUK

Sarah Chidede @sarahpobrien
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 14th June – What is the role of Sensory Integration in Occupational Therapy? https://t.co/FMthe1zwOO

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny It was a an amazing and forward thinking group of Occupational Therapist. Maintained by even more outstanding peeps. The addition of the mont
Research chats, another group of super stars! All supported by a wonderful #CommunityofPractice GO TEAM #OTalk https://t.co/VvKjN0e790
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Helen_OTUK This is so interesting. But accept a compliment when it comes your way ma’am #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @Helen_OTUK: @preston_jenny It was a an amazing and forward thinking group of Occupational Therapist. Maintained by even more outstanding peeps. The
addition of the monthly Research chats, another group of super stars! All supported by a wonderful #CommunityofPractice GO TEAM #OTalk https://t.co/VvKjN0e7
Chantelle Martin " T @chaniedavies
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@preston_jenny @Helen_OTUK So pleased to have come across #OTalk since Covid. Makes my brain hurt, question a lot and made me a better practitioner I hop
Had some giggles too. Love my daughter asks "Is it cake talk night?" Seeing me tapping away on a Tuesday (after the bday one a while back)

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@preston_jenny I did, thank you. But it would be very boring if it was all me I am eternally grateful for the WHOLE of the #OTalk Community for embracing those e
ideas we had.
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Helen_OTUK I understand! It’s an institution now #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
@anyadei @OTalk_ @preston_jenny so glad you did... hehehe #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
Oh my goodness, we need to make this a thing #OTalk = #CakeTalk We do like to do the odd #OTalkTeaParty still.

❤ Nichola Jadama_OT ❤ @nic_wato
RT @BamberHayley: @preston_jenny I think there is something about carving time into the workplace to consider research and reflect on how this feeds into our
practice. The more we make this a culture the the better. When I worked in the NHS we had a nest practice forum where we would review evidence #otalk

Bethan Edwards @ResearchPixie
@helenblomfield8 @preston_jenny #OTalk I see the focus on research aimed at band 7 or above counterintuitive. Most Clinical OT’s at band 7 have very little rese
experience that justify a band 7 position. Their clinical skills = band 7, but research is more like a band 4 / 5.

Bethan Edwards @ResearchPixie
@helenblomfield8 @preston_jenny The emphasis on research should be throughout, so when clinical OT’s are a band 7 they are much more competent to conduc
lead research #OTalk

Bethan Edwards @ResearchPixie
@helenblomfield8 @preston_jenny I say this as someone who has research skills and experience that far outweigh my clinical skills & seeing people with clinical b
skills moving in to a research role at band 7 & they do not have the competencies to operate at band 7 research let alone 5 or 6 #OTalk.
Joanna Smith @joannasmithOT
RT @preston_jenny: Fast running out of time here everyone #OTalk https://t.co/SbK37I4jtN

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@anyadei To be honest this to me feels like a bigger can of words around how appropriate and proportionate you need to be. It would drive the surgery mad if I wa
referencing evidence all over patients notes, but I do agree u#it needs to be captured somewhere…#OTalk
Jillian Wallis @Jillywallis1914
Dive into new opportunities. @Bridgewater_NHS we are looking to recruit band 5 OTs into our Halton Children's Therapy Team. Return to practice applications
considered .Please contact jillian.wallis@nhs.net for more info. #OT #hiring #OTalk https://t.co/Hdv5gTCU24

LecturerMish3 4 5 6 + 7 She/Her/Hers @LecturerMish
RT @Jillywallis1914: Dive into new opportunities. @Bridgewater_NHS we are looking to recruit band 5 OTs into our Halton Children's Therapy Team. Return to pra
applications considered .Please contact jillian.wallis@nhs.net for more info. #OT #hiring #OTalk https://t.co/Hdv5gTCU24

Jo Mason @joannetheot
RT @Jillywallis1914: Dive into new opportunities. @Bridgewater_NHS we are looking to recruit band 5 OTs into our Halton Children's Therapy Team. Return to pra
applications considered .Please contact jillian.wallis@nhs.net for more info. #OT #hiring #OTalk https://t.co/Hdv5gTCU24

Jobs via Tweet @jobsviatweet
RT @Jillywallis1914: Dive into new opportunities. @Bridgewater_NHS we are looking to recruit band 5 OTs into our Halton Children's Therapy Team. Return to pra
applications considered .Please contact jillian.wallis@nhs.net for more info. #OT #hiring #OTalk https://t.co/Hdv5gTCU24

Maggie Ruth Morton @SensationalOT
Sounds like an interesting discussion! @asi_wise @kathsmithot @DevelopGrowOT @AniesaBlore @katie_crowfoot @RosUrwin @amandaa38143211 @treetang
@BeccaFort
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